
 

“If you don’t start playing better I will go and get my boots out of the garage.” 

Richard Annis at every home game. 



 

i) Executive Summary 
 

A study was initiated to scientifically investigate a plethora of social and sports science theories surrounding “rugby”, 

doing the “rugbys” and “winning the bar”.  The results were mixed and in some cases extremely shocking but some 

conclusions were drawn.  The key conclusion was that Rugby + Beer + El Presidente  = Ath Love, which is an 

imaginary number that cannot be quantified and is well beyond the mental scope of the author.  The study was 

hampered by the lead investigator’s inability to consume “the beers” and the subsequent memory loss which 

resulted in a large amount of the collected data being forgotten.  The study was halted at midnight due to excessive 

chunder. 

 

ii) Disclaimer 
 

This report is based on a true story.  Names and places have not been modified however some facts may be 

exaggerated or overstated to make them funnier or more incriminating.  All test subjects entered into the 

experiment willingly and through their own volition, almost all paid for the experience; suckers.  Although none 

knew it was an experiment; dastardly. 

 

 



1) Hypothesis 
 

The following generalisations were considered: 

“Everyone Loves Richard”   Agreed 

“Everyone loves the Ath”    Definitely agreed 

“Everyone loves beer”    True in most cases, agreed. 

“Everyone loves Rugby”   Well, only people that we care about.  Not those round ball cretins. 

 

By combining these statements a final hypothesis was derived: 

“If we hold an event involving everyone, the Ath, beer, rugby, beer, the Ath and furthermore dedicate the entire day 

in honour of El Presidente, then that day would surely be the bestest bestestist day ever!!!!” 

 

2) Aims 
 

To test the above hypothesis that 

RUGBY + THE ATH + EL PRESIDENTE +- BEER = ATH LOVE = BEST DAY EVER 



3) Ingredients/Instruments 
 

Ingredient/Instrument Description Quantity 

Rugby Pitch Cube of ground on which to play. 1 

Rugby Posts – wonky Large chop sticks of destiny. 2 pairs 

Post protectors To stop James Haskell ruining our posts. A quartet 

Flags Flappy beacons of lineage. 14 

Spectators Drunken onlookers, selected from the 
streets. 

A drizzle 

Referee QUEEN OF THE RUGBY LAWS 1 

A Team of Leg ends Broken/Semi-Broken/Retired/Lazy people. A rabble 

A Team of Current Ath Fine squad of well-honed professionals A majestic horde 

A Meal Food fit for Kings 90 troughs 

A boat race A race to decide who has the bigger gullet 100 fl ounces 

Beer No Description needed ALL OF IT 

Miscellaneous Spirits Not Beer ALL OF THEM 

Man Love When two Daddys really love each other 
and play rugby together…. 

ALL OF THAT 

Ath Love The strongest Love in the world SO SO MUCH 

“The Rugbys” The skill required to score points Limited Supply.   Delivery expected 
next month. 

 



4) Method 
 A match will be held. 

 Ex-players will be invited back under the guise that we “think they are legends”. 

 The rugby will be played in four quarters of rugby adding up to a total of 80 minutes of rugby. 

 Rugbys will be scored and merriment will be had. 

 Spectators shall commence drinking immediately at meet time. 12 pm. 

 Athletes will commence drinking as soon as the final whistle blows. 

 Showers will be long and drawn out with long periods of deep eye gazing (not gouging) and soul searching 

with fellow players. 

 Once you have found yourself then proceed to the Old Horse for food. 

 Continue drinking and become the master of your own destiny. 

 Attempt to get home, via Plaza fish bar, consume large Kebab and convince your other half that you are “not 

that drunk” 

 

Follow up work: 

 Awake next day and try to remember who you are or at the very least, who you thought you were yesterday. 

 Wash bed sheets and not talk about what happened last night. 

 Attempt to go all day without seeing the sun. 

 Venture out to try to rescue your kit and whatever is left of your dignity. 

 Cry all day. 

 Despite crying be very happy at what a success yesterday was. 

 Cry happily. 

 

 



5) Results 
 

Due to the loss of collected “mental data” the only means of assessing the outcome of this experiment is to review 

photographic evidence collected at the time.  The following images are presented as they were taken with no 

amendments and no touching up, of the photos.  It is believed they are in chronological order, but no one knows for 

sure, but they probably are, maybe. 

 

Figure 1 – A Rabble assembled 



Figure 2 -  EL PRESIDENTE arrives. 

 

Figure 3 – A man worthy of Legendary status steps forward to captain the Leg ends 

 



Figure 4 – A referee volunteers to preside over the proceedings 

 

 



Figure 5 – The youth spectators have already started drinking and wave a warm welcome to the paparazzi. 

 

Figure 6 – The toss off is decided in the old fashioned way.  Notice Kyle’s two handed approach; controversial. 

 



Figure 7 – To break the pre-game ice, Richard recounts the classic story about his last trip to Bangkok.  

 

Figure 8 – Richard ceremoniously kicks off.  Asbo is already offside. 

 



Figure 9 – This amused homeless man is not as homeless as he appears.  He is most definitely amused though. 

 

Figure 10 – The first of many scrums in the first half because someone did something that wasn’t rugby. 

 



Figure 11 – Bungle picks and goes from the back of a scrum but Asbo is all over him, like jam. 

 

Figure 12 – Karl is happy to be allowed out for the day from the top secret government beard research facility. 

 



Figure 13 -  At some point the first try is scored by Asbo 

 

Figure 14 – Kyle steps up to add the extra rugbys and may or may not have slotted it. 

 



Figure 15 – Rugby continues with scenes such as this.. 

 

Figure 16 – …and this.. 

 



Figure 17 - ..also this… 

 

Figure 18 -  ..this too.. 

 



Figure 19 - …this also happened… 

 

Figure 20 – ..as did this… 

 



Figure 21 -  At some point the legends bagged themselves some meat. 

 

Figure 22-  After 20 minutes of lots of things happening the teams took a break. 

 



Figure 23  - The  crowd were enthralled by the action, they wanted blood! 

 

Figure 24 –Mark rings the changes for the Current players team at quarter time. 

 



Figure 25 – Bungle lends Charlie a hand after Max had ended him. 

 

Figure 26 – The Current players team do some soul searching after conceding another leg ends rugby. 

 



Figure 27 -  Pig steps up to slot the conversation and may or may not have scored it. 

 

Figure 28 – Asbo scores another try for the current players and Kyle steps up again.  May or may not have scored. 

Score could be any of the following to either team at this point: 10-10,  12-10, 14-10, 14-12, 14-14. 

 



Figure 29 – Now at the real half time, Richard offers some words of encouragement to the legends. 

 

Figure 30 – The second half kicks off and within three minutes the Legends have scored with Ryan Bennet crashing 

over from short range.  This man is not amused. 

 



Figure 31 -  The first team bring out their first team game plan; “Give it to the big lads!”. 

 

Figure 32  - Something goes wrong and they accidentally give the ball to a fast man instead.  Abdi scores for the 

current players. 

 



Figure 33 – An emotional Bungle tries to rally his troops. 

 

Figure 34 – Such emotions. 

 



Figure 35 – Meanwhile a stone faced Corley sets out his last quarter half game plan. 

 

Figure 36 – The rugby continues as Big Matt is manhandled by Chris Farrow. 

 



Figure 37 – Jon proves why he never passes, because he can’t, as he throws the ball to Andy’s feet. 

 

Figure 38 -  Bungle attempts to shrug off Dustin “the hug monster” Smith’s advances: “Go on, just touch it”. 

 



Figure 39 – Tucker continues to play all the rugby. 

 

Figure 40 – Chris Farrow battles for the line.. 

 



Figure 41 -  ..and he gets there. Another Rugby to the Legends team.  Conversion was either scored or not scored. 

 

Figure 42 – Two worlds collide in mid-field as TV’s Edd Rogers teaches Jon Hunt a thing or two about physics. 

 



Figure 43 -  A great action shot of action that happened. 

 

Figure 44 -  This guy ruins everything by being a show-off and scoring.  Poor form, he punished himself in the bar. 

 



Figure 45 -  I think this one was scored because it was right in-front of the posts. That is all I know. 

 

Figure 46 – Shortly after this the Legends got bored and got very thirsty and so threw the ball into touch to call an 

end to the game.  Jenny blows the end of play time whistle.  Current players win, but I have no idea of the score. 

 



Figure 47 – A  mass group hug and kiss ensues. 

 

Figure 48 – I sense a hug attack approaching! 



Figure 49 – The team photo 

 



Figure 50 – Everyone races to the showers for some hot steamy fun. 

 

Figure 51 – As per usual, Huw Dann had brought his special soap. 

 

 



Figure 52 – The troops rally to the Old Horse for drinking and eating, mostly drinking, some eating. 

 

 

What happens next is unclear, however the following things may have happened, or they may not have happened: 

 Awards were given – A man of the match award for each quarter and each team  

o Legends -  Tucker, Luke Roberts, Bungle and Chris Farrow 

o Currents – Abdi, Jon, Andy G and Asbo 

 Awards were given – A dick of the match for each team. 

o Legends – Ryan for technically sort of being a current player and scoring. 

o Kyle – for his beautiful penalty tap knock on. 

 Awards were given – Man of the Month and Cock of the month for the Ath first team. 

o Man of the Month – Jon Hunt who punished himself severely with booze for receiving the honour. 

o Cock of the Month – Mark Corley for getting sent off against Shepshed. 

 A raffle was drawn for a selection of liquor, wine and chocolates.  Over 200 quid was raised and it all went 

behind the bar and returned in the form of beer and jaeger bombs. 

 A meal was eaten and the Old Horse lavished us with huge volumes of beer. Big thank you to Dee, Kev and 

their staff for all their hard work and their continuing support of our club!! 

 Big Matt initiated many new players into the club by demonstrating why he is called Big Matt.  Sam Marandi 

was most impressed, see figure 53 for an artist’s impression. 

 

 



Figure 53 – Sam’s reaction to Big Matt’s little secret. 

 

 



 The Jimmy Spence trophy was filled many times with many different concoctions of sin.  This was to be my 

undoing.   Adder stalked the pub forcing the trophy upon unsuspecting revellers, forcing them to consume 

its deadly contents. 

 Lowry bought many, many trays of Jaeger Bombs. 

 Mr Dann and Mr Dann Junior showed off their synchronised dance moves. 

 Lots of people looked happy. 

 My memory fades.  I end up in the car park, chunder-ville, population; me (see figure 54 below) 

 Weg walks (read Carries) me home leaving me with only 20 m of my journey to complete on my own.  I 

proceed to trip up the pavement and smash myself and THE BLAZER all over it.  The curse of the blazer 

strikes quickly this month! 

 No further data exists after the hour of midnight.   

 The bar was well and truly won. 

 

Figure 54 – The sad story of a broken man. 

 



 

6) Conclusions 
 

Rugby was, is and always will be the winner. 

There is no point winning the rugby if you can’t win the bar. 

Respect the Cup! 

Respect the Blazer! 

Respect EL PRESIDENTE for long may he reign. 

NEVER EVER forget Jimmy Spence. 

If you know you are a light weight liability do not mix wine, beer, bourbon, 

jaeger and cider all in one cup and call it “A good idea”. 

Respect your elders, especially the Legends. 

RUGBY + THE ATH + EL PRESIDENTE +- BEER = ATH LOVE = BEST DAY EVER 

ATH LOVE = LIFE 

 

“If we hold an event involving everyone, the Ath, beer, rugby, beer, the Ath 

and furthermore dedicate the entire day in honour of El Presidente, then that 

day would surely be DEFINITELY IS the bestest bestestist day ever!!!!” 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


